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Councilman Eric Ulrich announced via Twitter this morning that he has conceded to Sen. Joe
Addabbo in the race for the 15th Senate District in Queens.

â€śThis morning I called Joe Addabbo to congratulate him on a decisive victory & pledged to
work w/him to unite our community," he tweeted. He followed that tweet up saying, "This was a
hard-fought campaign and while I truly appreciate the strong support I received on election day,
its time to get back to work."

This was a bitter contest between two men who went to the same school , attended the same
church and are beloved and respected figures in their neighborhood. Hurricane Sandy ravaged
the district and saw both men drop their campaigns to focus on the recovery. But Ulrich's camp
complained that the response to damaged polling places was detrimental to their campaign.
Ulrich is still seen as a bright star for the Republican Party and holds his seat on the Council.

Meanwhile, it seems that Senate Democrats have defended their turf and can only add seats
depending on the outcomes of the races in the 41st and 46th districts. Senate Dems still have to
contend with the Independent Democratic Conference if they want to hold a majority but even if
they don't take control, as Nick Reisman of State of Politics &nbsp;pointed out this morning, the
enrollment numbers favor them so strongly that it seems to be only a matter of time before they
take control for good.

Senate Democrats became increasingly confident of pickups in the days leading up to the
election. It looks like their confidence was justified.
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Image of Ulrich by William Altriste, courtesy of the City Council.
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